Maritime Australia 2017 National Innovation Award – Selection Criteria

Maritime Australia Industry Innovation Awards 2017

How to prepare a strong entry
In past Maritime Australia Industry Innovation Awards we have received entries that were
not eligible or did not meet sufficient of the judging criteria. How do you prepare a strong
entry for the Maritime Australia Industry Innovation Awards? Is there a secret to success?
The short answer is No – but here are some guidelines to help you prepare your entry and
present it in the best possible light.
ARE YOU ELIGIBLE?
Download and read carefully the Eligibility Criteria for the category in which you wish to
nominate. You’d be surprised how many don’t. Check for any age limits (if applicable).
JUDGING CRITERIA
The three criteria against which all entries will be judged are deliberately simple:
1. Commercial Success or Demonstrated Market Potential
2. Understanding of user needs
3. Originality and innovation
These awards are designed for practical innovators: individuals and companies who intend
to bring a new product or service (or business process) to market. An innovation can be
defined very broadly as a new idea that gets adopted and used. So please treat your entry
for these awards as, in some ways, a test of your business case as well as of your creativity
and technological mastery: if somebody wouldn’t buy it, then why should it be a candidate
for these awards?
Firstly, think carefully about ‘Commercial Success’ and ‘Demonstrated Market Potential’.
The former is simple – have you developed a new and innovative product or service, and
have you sold it to a launch customer? If so, then you meet this criterion. The latter is more
difficult: you may have a product or service ready for the market that hasn’t yet achieved a
sale – but the lack of sales success could be due to one of three factors:
1. The newness of the innovation: not a problem if you satisfy the other two criteria,
have a Technology Readiness Level (TRL) of around 7 or, ideally, 8 (System Qualified
Through Test and Demonstration) and can show a reasoned plan, based on a
quantified estimate of market demand and a well thought-out roadmap to bring
your innovation to market.
2. The innovation may not, in fact, be market-ready: a working model or proof of
concept prototype is not good enough. Depending on the strength of customer
demand or the quality of your business case, you’ll need to be at TRL 6 (Prototype
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Demonstration in Relevant Environment) or 7 (System Prototype in Operational
Environment) to have any realistic chance of success
3. The market may not want the innovation: it may be a great solution looking for a
problem that doesn’t really exist, or you simply haven’t done enough market
research as yet to be able to build a reasonable business case for the innovation; in
which case you don’t satisfy Criterion 2 above, either.
Secondly, think about ‘Understanding of user Needs’. This is where innovation begins:
demonstrating your understanding of the user and the environment he or she is operating in
and the benefits and positive changes your innovation can deliver. This is generally quite
straightforward and is a function of your own specialist expertise as well as the market
research that you’ve carried out. You may, however, be offering an innovation that is such a
game-changer that the user can’t really grasp what you’re proposing; whether it’s invisible
paint or a self-cleaning gun, you’ll still need to convince the judges that you understand the
users’ needs and that your innovation will satisfy them, given the chance.
Thirdly, think about ‘Originality and Innovation’. Innovation can be described simply as
something that is either new to the adopter or that changes the adopter’s circumstances
and/or behaviour – and it may be a combination of all three.
For example, you may develop an entirely new and innovative use for an iPad and WiFi. You
don’t need to have re-invented either to achieve this and your innovation may result in
revolutionary change in somebody’s working life. That’s a genuine innovation. Similarly, you
may have developed an all-new product that solves an identified problem or saves
somebody a lot of money, or that creates an opportunity for the user to do something
important that he couldn’t before.
The measures of originality and innovation are fairly simple: if nobody has thought of it
before, then it’s original. It’s innovative if it allows the user to change and improve his or her
processes and procedures and achieve a superior outcome – the greater the change, the
better the outcome, the greater the impact of the innovation. (And if it doesn’t promise
sufficient change, then any needless disruption or expense involved in adopting it may be a
significant deterrent to a potential end user. That’s a sign that it’s not really an innovation. )
WHAT THE JUDGES DON’T WANT TO SEE:
The judges don’t want to see:
1. something that is merely a well-engineered but incremental improvement to an
existing product
2. something that is well engineered and well suited to its intended task, but isn’t very
different or superior to other solutions to the same problem that may also be
available
3. a really good idea that isn’t much more than that as it hasn’t been developed
properly to the point where it meets Judging criterion 1
For Further Information:
Mr Gregor Ferguson
Maritime Australia
A Division of Industry Defence and Security Australia Limited
www.pacific2017.com.au
Tel: 03 5282 0550 Mob: 0414 803 717
Email: gferguson@amda.com.au
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